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Graph Neural Network

= NN on sets of vertices ( ) and edges ( ) 
Input: vertices and edges with intrinsic features 
Output: vertex / edge labels, global properties of the graph, etc. 

 

Interesting properties of graph-represented data: 
• List of vertices is variable-length and unordered 
• Edges can encode geometry (distance) and topology 

→ GNN is a natural tool for machine learning over sparse data 
     e.g. sets of points sampled in space (← HEP detector hits)

𝒱 ℰ ∈ 𝒱 × 𝒱
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Box 3: Our definition of “graph”
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Here we use “graph” to mean a directed, attributed multi-graph with a global attribute. In our
terminology, a node is denoted as vi, an edge as ek, and the global attributes as u. We also use
sk and rk to indicate the indices of the sender and receiver nodes (see below), respectively, for
edge k. To be more precise, we define these terms as:

Directed : one-way edges, from a “sender” node to a “receiver” node.
Attribute : properties that can be encoded as a vector, set, or even another graph.
Attributed : edges and vertices have attributes associated with them.
Global attribute : a graph-level attribute.
Multi-graph : there can be more than one edge between vertices, including self-edges.

Figure 2 shows a variety of di↵erent types of graphs corresponding to real data that we may be
interested in modeling, including physical systems, molecules, images, and text.

which takes a graph as input, performs computations over the structure, and returns a graph as
output. As described in Box 3, entities are represented by the graph’s nodes, relations by the edges,
and system-level properties by global attributes. The GN framework’s block organization emphasizes
customizability and synthesizing new architectures which express desired relational inductive biases.
The key design principles are: Flexible representations (see Section 4.1); Configurable within-block
structure (see Section 4.2); and Composable multi-block architectures (see Section 4.3).

We introduce a motivating example to help make the GN formalism more concrete. Consider
predicting the movements a set of rubber balls in an arbitrary gravitational field, which, instead of
bouncing against one another, each have one or more springs which connect them to some (or all) of
the others. We will refer to this running example throughout the definitions below, to motivate the
graph representation and the computations operating over it. Figure 2 depicts some other common
scenarios that can be represented by graphs and reasoned over using graph networks.

3.2.1 Definition of “graph”

Within our GN framework, a graph is defined as a 3-tuple G = (u, V, E) (see Box 3 for details of
graph representations). The u is a global attribute; for example, u might represent the gravitational
field. The V = {vi}i=1:Nv is the set of nodes (of cardinality Nv), where each vi is a node’s attribute.
For example, V might represent each ball, with attributes for position, velocity, and mass. The
E = {(ek, rk, sk)}k=1:Ne is the set of edges (of cardinality N e), where each ek is the edge’s attribute,
rk is the index of the receiver node, and sk is the index of the sender node. For example, E might
represent the presence of springs between di↵erent balls, and their corresponding spring constants.
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Toxicity features We trained the same model architecture to predict toxicity, as measured in two
different datasets in [26]. Figure 5 shows fragments which maximally activate the feature most
predictive of toxicity, in two separate datasets.

Fragments most
activated by

toxicity feature
on SR-MMP

dataset

Fragments most
activated by

toxicity feature
on NR-AHR

dataset

Figure 5: Visualizing fingerprints optimized for predicting toxicity. Shown here are representative
samples of molecular fragments (highlighted in red) which most activate the feature most predictive
of toxicity. Top row: the most predictive feature identifies groups containing a sulphur atom attached
to an aromatic ring. Bottom row: the most predictive feature identifies fused aromatic rings, also
known as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, a well-known carcinogen.

[27] constructed similar visualizations, but in a semi-manual way: to determine which toxic frag-
ments activated a given neuron, they searched over a hand-made list of toxic substructures and chose
the one most correlated with a given neuron. In contrast, our visualizations are generated automati-
cally, without the need to restrict the range of possible answers beforehand.

4.2 Predictive Performance

We ran several experiments to compare the predictive performance of neural graph fingerprints to
that of the standard state-of-the-art setup: circular fingerprints fed into a fully-connected neural
network.

Experimental setup Our pipeline takes as input the SMILES [30] string encoding of each
molecule, which is then converted into a graph using RDKit [20]. We also used RDKit to produce
the extended circular fingerprints used in the baseline. Hydrogen atoms were treated implicitly.

In our convolutional networks, the initial atom and bond features were chosen to be similar to those
used by ECFP: Initial atom features concatenated a one-hot encoding of the atom’s element, its
degree, the number of attached hydrogen atoms, and the implicit valence, and an aromaticity indi-
cator. The bond features were a concatenation of whether the bond type was single, double, triple,
or aromatic, whether the bond was conjugated, and whether the bond was part of a ring.

Training and Architecture Training used batch normalization [11]. We also experimented with
tanh vs relu activation functions for both the neural fingerprint network layers and the fully-
connected network layers. relu had a slight but consistent performance advantage on the valida-
tion set. We also experimented with dropconnect [29], a variant of dropout in which weights are
randomly set to zero instead of hidden units, but found that it led to worse validation error in gen-
eral. Each experiment optimized for 10000 minibatches of size 100 using the Adam algorithm [13],
a variant of RMSprop that includes momentum.

Hyperparameter Optimization To optimize hyperparameters, we used random search. The hy-
perparameters of all methods were optimized using 50 trials for each cross-validation fold. The
following hyperparameters were optimized: log learning rate, log of the initial weight scale, the log
L2 penalty, fingerprint length, fingerprint depth (up to 6), and the size of the hidden layer in the
fully-connected network. Additionally, the size of the hidden feature vector in the convolutional
neural fingerprint networks was optimized.
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Graph Network

Formulated in Battaglia et al. (1806.01261) 
Network built from graph-to-graph feature transformation blocks 

 

Many GNN algorithms can be understood as variations of GN:
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"GN block" =

Computation per edge
Computation per node

"Aggregate" computation



GNNs in HEP

Tracking = Clustering = Pattern recognition on sparse data 
More so with next-gen high-granularity 3D calorimeters 

• Hits → vertices 
• Tracking / clustering → Prediction of correct edges 

from vertex features (x, y, z, t, E, etc.) 
• PID / energy regression etc. → Prediction of global 

graph features given a connected graph 
Formulation is detector-agnostic 
→ Good base algorithm can be used for all tasks 
GNN usefulness well-proven in event reconstruction for LHC and 
neutrino experiments 
Next front: fast GNN inference for triggers (L1T) 
i.e. GNN as firmware on FPGA
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Figure 10. Output predictions and ROC curve for the GNN hit classification model. The outputs show
perfect separation between real and fake hits, and the ROC curve shows excellent performance.

Figure 11. Example hit classification graph for a track. The colors indicate the model score, with red
indicating 1 (correct hit) and blue indicating 0.

3.3 Graph segment classification

The segment classification model performs binary classification on the edges of the graph to
distinguish true hit pairs (i.e., hits produced by the same particle) from spurious pairs. In this
case, the graphs are constructed with geometric constraints. For this initial study, cuts on the
di↵erence in � and z coordinates of the hits of ⇡/4 and 300mm respectively were applied. The
model uses four graph iterations and one final application of the EdgeNetwork to produce the
output classification scores for every edge in the graph.

Results for the model are shown in figure 12 and an example segment prediction is shown
in figure 13. Using a threshold on the model score of 0.5 gives 99.5% purity, 98.7% e�ciency,
and overall accuracy of 99.5%. These metrics are only defined relative to the segments con-
structed and presented to the model. The excellent performance of the model suggests we
should be able to scale up complexity considerably.

1810.06111

Figure 5: x and y projections of edge classification in a pion shower within the CMS HGCal. The
input graph is derived using kNN. The vertical axis in each case is the calorimeter layer number. A
score cut of 0.5 is used to identify true edges in this case and edges are labelled according to being
true positives (yellow), true negatives (blue), false positives (green), and false negatives (red).

for the HGCal. Finally, explorations into deploying these networks for Liquid Argon Time Projection
Chambers are in their initial stages.

4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that Graph Neural Networks on Point Clouds are suitable for both tracking and
calorimetry in high energy physics, having promising physics performance and good scalability. For
the track finding problem, the GNNs combined with a simple connecting-the-dot algorithm results
in a relative efficiency of over 95% for all particles. Ongoing work is recovering the inefficiency
introduced by each selection. For the calorimeter clustering problem, we have found that very similar
graph network architectures yield promising solutions. In the individual clustering problems used
for testing so far we have found excellent energy collection efficiency, as well as efficiencies and
purities better than 90% even in the most difficult scenarios. The next step will be to connect the dots
as in the tracking algorithms and derive useful physics quantities from the collections of connected
calorimeter energy deposits.
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GNN for L1T: General requirements

• Fast 
• Example: Phase 2 (HL-LHC) CMS L1T total latency = 12.5 μs 
• Local reconstruction / PID algorithms need to run in < 1 μs 

• High throughput 
• Example: 40 MHz bunch crossings at LHC 
→ As a system, need to accept one event every 25 ns 

• In practice, can be time-multiplexed O(10) times 
→ Individual components may accept one event per ~250 ns 

• Small 
• Algorithm must fit on one chip
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GNN in FPGA: Challenges
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GNN in FPGA: Challenges

• Number of operations 
• For realistic problems, V ~ O(103-4), E ~ O(104-5) or higher 
• Typically, transformations are multilayer perceptrons 
→ Number of multiplications explodes very quickly 

• Example: Exa.TrkX GNN segment classifier (not optimized for resource) 
O(106) / O(107) multiplications per vertex / edge 
⇒ 2.6×1010 multiplications[1]
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Figure 1: The Graph Neural Network architecture used for tracking.

the particle type of the edge can also be encoded and inferred. This can be achieved with a graph
neural network using architectures similar to those demonstrated for tracking as well as networks
where the graph is determined dynamically [14]. Here we will focus on the static graph networks and
demonstrate results for future calorimeters in particle physics experiments [8].

In particular, we have studied the application of message passing networks to the task of calorimeter
clustering, yielding initial promising results. The calorimeter clustering problem is very similar to the
tracking problem except that there may be more than two true edges connected to an input node. We
cast the task of calorimeter clustering as an operation on an initial static graph generated with a simple
algorithm like k-Nearest-Neighbours (kNN), passing messages to generate features for classifying
those edges as true or false. Here we are using kNN as stand-in for a lightweight reconstruction
algorithm as a first pass to generate a graph on the data. The parameter k was chosen such that there
was at least one true edge between all hits in the same truth-level cluster after applying the algorithm.
Smaller k results in lower clustering efficiency, depending on the use of noise suppression k can be in
the range of 8-24. In particular, these networks use the ’EdgeConv’ operator defined in [18], and it
was found that concatenating the intermediate hidden states in the output stage improved the rate of
model convergence by about a factor of two compared to using no such shortcuts. A diagram of the
GNN architecture used for calorimeter clustering is shown in figure 2.
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Module
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Module
Output 
ModuleH0 H1

Figure 2: The Graph Neural Network architecture used for calorimeter clustering.

3 Results

The tracking results are based on the TrackML challenge data [17] generated by the ACTS frame-
work [12]. This dataset simulates the very dense environment in the HL-LHC with 200 interactions
per bunch crossing on average.

The GNN is trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for about 2 epochs in about two hours, resulting in
the performance showed in figure 3. With a threshold of 0.5 on the GNN output, the edge efficiency,
defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total true
edges, reaches 95.9%, and the purity, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the
threshold over the number of total edges passing the threshold, is 95.7%. Guided by the GNN outputs,
a simple algorithm is used to reconstruct track candidates. The algorithm makes iterative visits to all
hits from inside to outside and reconstructs a best track candidate for the hit in question. Each hit
is used only by one track so no ambiguity resolving is needed. This step is called “Connecting The
Dots” (CTD). Using the GNN and CTD together reconstructs about 95% of true tracks that can be
reconstructed in the graph across the transverse momentum range from 100 MeV to 5 GeV beyond
which lacks statistics.

Ongoing work in reconstructing tracks with GNNs includes extending the method to whole detector
data and improving the performance of the CTD post-processing algorithm to recover lost efficiency.
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GNN in FPGA: Challenges
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• Example: Exa.TrkX GNN segment classifier (not optimized for resource) 
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• Lots of algorithms use substantial memory (gigabytes) 
• FPGA on-chip RAM is O(10-100) Mb
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3 Results

The tracking results are based on the TrackML challenge data [17] generated by the ACTS frame-
work [12]. This dataset simulates the very dense environment in the HL-LHC with 200 interactions
per bunch crossing on average.

The GNN is trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for about 2 epochs in about two hours, resulting in
the performance showed in figure 3. With a threshold of 0.5 on the GNN output, the edge efficiency,
defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total true
edges, reaches 95.9%, and the purity, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the
threshold over the number of total edges passing the threshold, is 95.7%. Guided by the GNN outputs,
a simple algorithm is used to reconstruct track candidates. The algorithm makes iterative visits to all
hits from inside to outside and reconstructs a best track candidate for the hit in question. Each hit
is used only by one track so no ambiguity resolving is needed. This step is called “Connecting The
Dots” (CTD). Using the GNN and CTD together reconstructs about 95% of true tracks that can be
reconstructed in the graph across the transverse momentum range from 100 MeV to 5 GeV beyond
which lacks statistics.

Ongoing work in reconstructing tracks with GNNs includes extending the method to whole detector
data and improving the performance of the CTD post-processing algorithm to recover lost efficiency.
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GNN in FPGA: Challenges

• Number of operations 
• For realistic problems, V ~ O(103-4), E ~ O(104-5) or higher 
• Typically, transformations are multilayer perceptrons 
→ Number of multiplications explodes very quickly 
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O(106) / O(107) multiplications per vertex / edge 
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synthesis time
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3 Results

The tracking results are based on the TrackML challenge data [17] generated by the ACTS frame-
work [12]. This dataset simulates the very dense environment in the HL-LHC with 200 interactions
per bunch crossing on average.

The GNN is trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for about 2 epochs in about two hours, resulting in
the performance showed in figure 3. With a threshold of 0.5 on the GNN output, the edge efficiency,
defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total true
edges, reaches 95.9%, and the purity, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the
threshold over the number of total edges passing the threshold, is 95.7%. Guided by the GNN outputs,
a simple algorithm is used to reconstruct track candidates. The algorithm makes iterative visits to all
hits from inside to outside and reconstructs a best track candidate for the hit in question. Each hit
is used only by one track so no ambiguity resolving is needed. This step is called “Connecting The
Dots” (CTD). Using the GNN and CTD together reconstructs about 95% of true tracks that can be
reconstructed in the graph across the transverse momentum range from 100 MeV to 5 GeV beyond
which lacks statistics.

Ongoing work in reconstructing tracks with GNNs includes extending the method to whole detector
data and improving the performance of the CTD post-processing algorithm to recover lost efficiency.
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4 S.R. Qasim et al.: Distance-weighted graph networks for irregular particle-detector geometries
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Fig. 1: Pictorial representation of the data flow across the GarNet and the GravNet layers. (a) The input features
FIN of each vi 2 V are processed by a dense neural network with two output arrays: a set of learned features FLR and
spatial information S in some learned representation space. (b) In the case of the GravNet layer, the S quantities
are interpreted as the coordinates of the vertices in some abstract space. The graph is built in this space, connecting
each vi to its N closest neighbors (N=4 in the figure), using the euclidean distance dij between the vertices to rank
the neighbors. (c) In the case of the GarNet layer, the S quantities are interpreted as the distances between the
vertices and a set of S aggregators in some abstract space. The graph is then built connecting each vi vertex to each
aj aggregator, and the S quantities are the dij euclidean distances. (d) Once the graph structure is established, the f i
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features of the vj vertices connected to a given vertex or aggregator vk are converted into the f̃ i
jk quantities, through

a potential (function of djk). The corresponding information is then gathered across the graph and turned into a new
feature f̃ i

k of vk (e.g. summing over the edges, or taking the maximum). (e) For each choice of gathering function, a new
set of features f̃ i

k 2 F̃LR is generated. The F̃LR vector is concatenated to the initial FIN vector. The resulting feature
vector is given as input to a dense neural network with tanh activation, which returns the output representation FOUT.

Fig. 2: Calorimeter geometry. The markers indicate the
centre of the sensors, their size the sensor size. Layers are
colour-coded for better visualisation.

The calorimeter is made entirely of Tungsten, with a width
of 30 cm ⇥ 30 cm in the x and y directions and a length
of 2m in the longitudinal direction (z), which corresponds
to 20 nuclear interaction lengths. The longitudinal dimen-
sion is further split into 20 layers of equal thickness. Each
layer contains square sensor cells, with a fine segmenta-
tion in the quadrant with x > 0 and y > 0 and a lower
granularity elsewhere. The total number of cells and their
individual sizes vary by layer, replicating the basic fea-
tures of a slightly irregular calorimeter. For more details,
see Fig. 2 and Table 1.

Charged pions are generated at z = �2m; the x and y
coordinates of the generation vertex are randomly sampled
within |x| < 5 cm and |y| < 5 cm. The x and y components
of the particle momentum are set to 0, while the z compo-
nent is sampled uniformly between 10 and 100GeV. The
particles therefore impinge the calorimeter front face per-
pendicularly and shower along the longitudinal direction.

The resulting total energy deposit in each cell, as well
as the cell position, width, and layer number, are recorded
for each event. These quantities correspond to the FIN fea-
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of 30 cm ⇥ 30 cm in the x and y directions and a length
of 2m in the longitudinal direction (z), which corresponds
to 20 nuclear interaction lengths. The longitudinal dimen-
sion is further split into 20 layers of equal thickness. Each
layer contains square sensor cells, with a fine segmenta-
tion in the quadrant with x > 0 and y > 0 and a lower
granularity elsewhere. The total number of cells and their
individual sizes vary by layer, replicating the basic fea-
tures of a slightly irregular calorimeter. For more details,
see Fig. 2 and Table 1.

Charged pions are generated at z = �2m; the x and y
coordinates of the generation vertex are randomly sampled
within |x| < 5 cm and |y| < 5 cm. The x and y components
of the particle momentum are set to 0, while the z compo-
nent is sampled uniformly between 10 and 100GeV. The
particles therefore impinge the calorimeter front face per-
pendicularly and shower along the longitudinal direction.

The resulting total energy deposit in each cell, as well
as the cell position, width, and layer number, are recorded
for each event. These quantities correspond to the FIN fea-

General-purpose graph network suited for L1T usage 
• No  
→ Small memory footprint 
→ No dynamic access into vertices array 

• Vertex features weighted by a nonlinear function 
→ Can learn nontrivial features with shallow transformation networks 
→ Requires small number of operations 

Original implementation[1] in TensorFlow and Keras 
→ Not optimized for FPGA 
→ Let's use GarNet to illustrate how to fit a GNN on FPGA

ℰ

GarNet: light-weight GNN
7

1902.07987
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of 30 cm ⇥ 30 cm in the x and y directions and a length
of 2m in the longitudinal direction (z), which corresponds
to 20 nuclear interaction lengths. The longitudinal dimen-
sion is further split into 20 layers of equal thickness. Each
layer contains square sensor cells, with a fine segmenta-
tion in the quadrant with x > 0 and y > 0 and a lower
granularity elsewhere. The total number of cells and their
individual sizes vary by layer, replicating the basic fea-
tures of a slightly irregular calorimeter. For more details,
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Charged pions are generated at z = �2m; the x and y
coordinates of the generation vertex are randomly sampled
within |x| < 5 cm and |y| < 5 cm. The x and y components
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Fig. 2: Calorimeter geometry. The markers indicate the
centre of the sensors, their size the sensor size. Layers are
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The calorimeter is made entirely of Tungsten, with a width
of 30 cm ⇥ 30 cm in the x and y directions and a length
of 2m in the longitudinal direction (z), which corresponds
to 20 nuclear interaction lengths. The longitudinal dimen-
sion is further split into 20 layers of equal thickness. Each
layer contains square sensor cells, with a fine segmenta-
tion in the quadrant with x > 0 and y > 0 and a lower
granularity elsewhere. The total number of cells and their
individual sizes vary by layer, replicating the basic fea-
tures of a slightly irregular calorimeter. For more details,
see Fig. 2 and Table 1.

Charged pions are generated at z = �2m; the x and y
coordinates of the generation vertex are randomly sampled
within |x| < 5 cm and |y| < 5 cm. The x and y components
of the particle momentum are set to 0, while the z compo-
nent is sampled uniformly between 10 and 100GeV. The
particles therefore impinge the calorimeter front face per-
pendicularly and shower along the longitudinal direction.

The resulting total energy deposit in each cell, as well
as the cell position, width, and layer number, are recorded
for each event. These quantities correspond to the FIN fea-

[1] https://github.com/jkiesele/caloGraphNN

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.07987
https://github.com/jkiesele/caloGraphNN
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Key concepts in FPGA logic design
• Resources 

• Lookup tables (LUTs) 
Perform logic operations 

• Digital signal processing units (DSPs) 
Perform  in one clock 

• Flip-flops (FFs) 
Registers. Basic storage unit. 

• Memory 
Block RAM (BRAM), High bandwidth 
memory (HBM), etc.a × (b + c) + d

9

• Parallelization 
• Loops can be unrolled 
• Each unrolled loop body executes in an independent circuit 
→ Saves execution time (latency) but costs resources 

• Pipelining of functions and loops 
• Start processing the next input before the current one is processed 
• Time before next input is accepted = initiation interval (II)

Serial loop
Unrolled loop Pipelined loop

© Intel



FPGA key metrics

• Latency 
• Depends on the number of serial operations 
• High-precision arithmetic also requires more clock cycles 

• Initiation interval (II) 
• Shorter II → higher throughput 
• Mostly depends on the logic implementation 
• Simple data flow leads to shorter II 

• Resource usage 
• Often in trade-off with latency 
• DSP tends to be the bottleneck 
→ high impact if multiplications are reduced

10



HLS4ML

• A package for machine learning inference in FPGAs 
• ML models in Keras etc. ⇒ High-Level Synthesis project 

• Project converted to firmware with Xilinx Vivado HLS 
• Core asset: Original library of C++ (HLS) templates 

• Implements ML algorithm layers (Dense, Conv2D, etc.)

11

https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/

https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/
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Figure 8: Illustration of multiplier resource usage for di�erent values of reuse factor. The left drawing
shows the case of two neuron pairs being connected by 4 connections, implying four multiplications to
be performed. The right drawing shows how to perform these multiplications, from fully serial (top)
to fully parallelized (bottom).

section: compression, quantization, and parallelization. First we discuss the classification performance
of the neural network when implemented in firmware in Sec. 3.1. Then in Sec. 3.2, we quantify the
HLS synthesis in terms of FPGA resource usage and latency. The combination of these two metrics,
classification and firmware performance, define how to optimally implement neural networks into
FPGA hardware for a given application. Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we discuss the implementation for a
specific FPGA and compare the actual resource usage to the estimates from Vivado HLS, which can
be obtained much more quickly.

3.1 Classification performance

To quantify the performance of our five-output classifier, we use the AUC metric, or area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is given by the background rejection
versus signal e�ciency computed from sequential cuts on the classifier output, where background
rejection is (1 � background e�ciency), as illustrated in Fig. 5. We denote the AUC achieved by a
full 32-bit floating point inference of the neural network as Expected AUC. We evaluate the neural
network with fixed point precision denoted by <X,Y> where Y is the number of bits representing the
signed number above the binary point (i.e. the integer part), and X is the total number of bits. We
perform two scans – one where we fix the number of integer bits and one where we fix the number
fractional bits. The results are illustrated in Fig. 9 where the scan of the integer bits is on the left and
the scan of the fractional bits is on the right.

Optimal performance with no loss of classification power corresponds to AUC/Expected AUC = 1.
Fig. 9 shows that with fixed point calculations and a su�cient number of bits, the Expected AUCs can
be reproduced with negligible loss in performance. The number of integer bits is chosen to be just

– 14 –

HLS4ML features

• Hyper-parameters (model config) and parameters (weights) 
are baked into the firmware at synthesis time 

• Templates support pruned weights (compressed models) 
• Weight quantization also supported 

• Represent weights by {-1, 1} (binary) or {-1, 0, 1} (ternary) 
• Parallelization for each layer tuned by reuse factor 
• Uses fixed-point numbers internally

12
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HLS4ML will support GarNet in a modified form:

Gaussian weights 
precomputed and 
stored in LUT

Encoder and decoder can be ternarized 
(reduce multiplications)

Eliminate shortcuts 
(simplify the data flow)
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Reuse (loop)

Reuse factor (length of loop) configurable 
→ Users define the balance between latency and resource usage
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GarNet in HLS4ML: block modifications
13

HLS4ML will support GarNet in a modified form: Only mean aggregation 
(reduce operations)

Gaussian weights 
precomputed and 
stored in LUT

Encoder and decoder can be ternarized 
(reduce multiplications)

Eliminate shortcuts 
(simplify the data flow)



GarNet in HLS4ML: stacking optimization
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Vi ϕv
IN

dv↔a ρv→a

Σa

ϕv
OUT

ρa→v

ϕv
IN

dv↔a ρv→a

Σa

ϕv
OUT

ρa→v

ϕv
IN

dv↔a ρv→a

Σa ΣϕOUT

ρa→v

…

…
 (global output)u

Typical configuration: 
• Stack multiple GarNet layers 
• Output of final layer reduced over vertices 

→ Build-in stacking and output aggregation 
‣ Reduces BRAM usage (no intermediate array of vertices) 
‣ Reduces latency (output of one layer + input of next in one iteration)



Case study: 
PID and energy regression in a 3D calorimeter
Modified GarNet tested in a toy calorimeter simulation 

• Geometry: a cutout of a high-granularity 3D calorimeter 
• Varying cell size, minimum ~ 1cm × 1cm × 1cm 
• 50 longitudinal layers 
• 4375 cells in total 

• Physics: primary e±/π± + "pileup" π±/γ 
• Primary particle energy flat in [10, 100] GeV 
• Pileup energy and flux equivalent to HL-LHC PU200 scenario at |η| = 2 

• Sample: "cluster" around the highest-energy hit per event 
• Cluster = all hits in a cylinder (r = 6.4cm) 
• Each hit = graph vertex has 4 features [x, y, z, E] 

• Dataset: 500k total events (250k each for e and π) 
• Task: primary particle classification + energy prediction

15

36cm

36cm



Model and training

• Model 

• Loss function = 
 

• Training: 400k samples, ~500 epochs (early stopping) 
• Two versions trained separately 

• "Continuous": encoder and decoder weights in fixed-point numbers 
with 10 binary fractional digits (ap_fixed<N+10, N>) 

• "Quantized": encoder and decoder ternarized

0.99 ((Epred − Etruth)/Etruth)
2

+ 0.01 BCE (P(e))
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Vertices [128, 4] 
Cluster size [1]

Dense 16 
relu

GarNets
Encoder 8 Encoder 8 Encoder 16

4 Aggregators

Decoder 8

4 Aggregators 8 Aggregators

Decoder 8 Decoder 16

Mean over 
vertices Dense 8 

relu

Dense 1

Dense 1 
sigmoid

Epred

P(e)

BCE: binary cross-entropy



Classification performance

e± id – π± rejection ROC 
Comparing 
• Keras implementation 

(floating point) 
• FPGA simulation of 

synthesized logic 
Near-identical performance 
from all models 
Small difference order as expected 

17

Reference cut-based PID using 
• cluster center-of-mass z 
• cluster z spread

Better 

Zoom-in of



Regression performance

Response = Epredicted / Etruth 

Median and spread in 10 GeV 
Etruth bins 
Negligible difference between 
Keras and HLS 
Result not production grade, 
but shows that GarNet can do 
regression 
(Lots of room for improving the model 
and loss function) 

18

Reference weight-based regression: 
E = ∑W(zhit)×[Ehit + b(zhit)] 
W(z) and b(z) parameters optimized by minimizing the regression loss for the training dataset



(Connecting the) dots?
Case study was about predicting graph-global properties 
→ Can FPGA-size GNN infer edge and vertex properties (and do tracking)? 
Note: GarNet is a largely vertex-local algorithm 
→ Global inference must be happening through inherent local inference 
Qualitative confirmation of the claim: 
Extract per-vertex PU labeling from the PID+regression model

19

Fraction of hit energy from 
primary particle

How Epred changes under hit 
energy perturbation

→ Network assigns higher 
importance to hits from primary 
particle



Synthesis results

HLS project synthesized for Xilinx Kintex Ultrascale 115 
• Clock frequency 200 MHz (5 ns / cycle) 
• Vivado HLS version 2019.2 

GarNet fits on 1 FPGA with sub-μs latency 
Need shorter initiation interval to be used in real L1T

20

Continuous Quantized

Latency 155 clk (0.83 μs) 148 clk (0.80 μs)
Initiation interval 55 clk (0.28 μs) 50 clk (0.25 μs)

LUT 57k (8.6%) 70k (11%)
FF 39k (3.0%) 41k (3.1%)

DSP 3.1k (57%) 1.6k (28%)
BRAM 1.8 Mb (2.3%) 1.9 Mb (2.4%)

Percentage: fraction of resource available on Ultrascale 115

https://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-devices/fpga/kintex-ultrascale.html


Conclusion
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Conclusion

• GNNs show promising performance in HEP tasks 
• Implementations for firmware triggers are desired

• Identified key challenges for GNNs in FPGAs 
• Number of operations 
• Memory capacity and access

• Presented GarNet, which addresses these issues 
• No vertex-to-vertex edges → low RAM usage, regular access 
• Nonlinearity in edge weights → encoder / decoder can be shallow 
• Will be integrated into HLS4ML soon 
→ Makes a general-purpose GNN layer on FPGA available to public

• Discussed algorithm simplifications / optimizations to fit a GNN in FPGA
• Demonstrated a sub-μs latency GNN circuit for a L1T-like physics task
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Backup



How to put a GNN on an FPGA

• Reuse: loop over  and  

• Unfeasible to parallelize thousands of edge and node blocks 
• But parallelize as much as possible → partial unrolling 

• Reduce: simplify the logic and data flow 
• FPGA logic performs better when data flow is simple 
• Avoid shortcut connections (input reuse) 
• Use shallower, narrower MLPs 

• Regularize array access 
• Use parallelizable data representation 
• Straightforward: input edges as V×V adjacency (edge) matrix 
→ But this increases memory usage

𝒱 ℰ
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HLS GarNet numerical precision

Internally: 
• Edge weight accumulation: ap_ufixed<15, 5> 
• Feature accumulation: ap_fixed<18, 8>

24

Vi ϕv
IN

dv↔a ρv→a

Σa

ϕv
OUT

ρa→v

V′ 1

ap_fixed<14, 5>

Distance: ap_fixed<12, 4> 
Edge weight: ap_ufixed<10, 0>

ap_fixed<16, 6>

* ap_fixed<N, I> = fixed precision number with N total and I integral bits


